Using SNOMED CT codes for coding information in electronic health records for stroke patients.
For a project on development of an Electronic Health Record (EHR) for stroke patients, medical information was organised in care information models (templates). All (medical) concepts in these templates need a unique code to make electronic information exchange between different EHR systems possible. When no unique code could be found in an existing coding system, a code was made up. In the study presented in this article we describe our search for unique codes in SNOMED CT to replace the self made codes. This to enhance interoperability by using standardized codes. We wanted to know for how many of the (self made) codes we could find a SNOMED CT code. Next to that we were interested in a possible difference between templates with individual concepts and concepts being part of (scientific) scales. Results of this study were that we could find a SNOMED CT code for 58% of the concepts. When we look at the concepts with a self made code, 54.9% of these codes could be replaced with a SNOMED CT code. A difference could be detected between templates with individual concepts and templates that represent a scientific scale or measurement instrument. For 68% of the individual concepts a SNOMED CT could be found. However, for the scientific scales only 26% of the concepts could get a SNOMED CT code. Although the percentage of SNOMED CT codes found is lower than expected, we still think SNOMED CT could be a useful coding system for the concepts necessary for the continuity of care for stroke patients, and the inclusion in Electronic Health Records. Partly this is due to the fact that SNOMED CT has the option to request unique codes for new concepts, and is currently working on scale representation.